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BPO - biological objects or systems (people, animals, etc.), resonantly 
synchronized with respect to other objects (donors) for the purpose of their own 
harmonization. (Authors' definition).

The study of biopathogenic objects (BPO) every year becomes an 
increasingly important topic, since in connection with the development of scientific 
and technological progress and the mass media, the pace of life is accelerating, 
and the information field is getting denser, and this puts a certain constant 
pressure on biological systems, reducing the most their ability to self-defense 
against aggressive environmental influences.

As doctors-interior therapists, we work with interiors and treat patients 
using the original technique of “interior therapy®”, but recently the problems 
associated with biopathogenic objects, we were especially interested, since the 
detection of BPO and the compilation
the corresponding structural schemes in the system of family (collective) 
relationships make it possible to very effectively adjust the existing treatment 
programs.

In our activity we use the devices "IMEDIS-BRT-A" and "MINI-EXPERT-DT", 
which we have, which allow us to diagnose and record energy-information 
preparations, and we would like to thank the entire team of the "IMEDIS" company 
for the kind and attentive attitude towards our practice.

According to our methodology, published in 2003 (the magazine "World of 
Furniture" No. 3/4), when starting to create a new or to correct an existing interior, 
special attention is always paid to the position (place) of the owner, that is, that 
particular "character" in a family that is central and unifying.

However, our practice as interior therapists is interesting because families 
come to us with really problematic situations, and here we are faced with very 
curious cases.

For example, an interesting relationship was revealed that if the owner of 
the premises, for whom the correct interior logistics is being created, is a donor of 
a biopathogenic object, then any changes in the interior aimed at improving the 
health and life situation of the owner, in this case, will have an almost instant effect 
on life and health of a biopathogenic object.

As for other family members, all the patterns are also confirmed, but in this 
case, special attention should be paid to the "spatium proprium", ie. its own 
occupied space relative to the entire investigated room.

Examples:
1. Patient F. underwent minor changes in the interior for

in order to strengthen intra-family relations with the husband, and these changes
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almost immediately, however, they acted not on the patient directly, but on her 
closest relative (older sister), who, after long years of loneliness due to the loss of 
her husband, unexpectedly met a man and is now getting married.

After analyzing the relationship between F. and her older sister, we came to 
the conclusion that for a relatively long period, the sister was a BPO both in 
relation to F. and indirectly, to her children. F., feeling a constant lack of energy, 
was forced to become a BPO herself in relation to her eldest son, who, having 
reached adulthood and having received an education, at the first opportunity left 
home to work in another city.

But here it should be noted right away that the simple act of leaving does not 
mean a real interruption of the connection between the BPO and its victim, since, 
unlike geopathogenic zones (GPZ), BPOs can synchronize their donors.

Currently, the situation is being analyzed and a set of measures is being 
developed to change the synchronized donor image so that the BPO sister cannot 
find and use it. It is possible that after that the son will return, since he constantly 
receives appropriate job offers, but so far he refuses to return to the city where his 
mother and aunt live.

2. Patient M. also contacted us with the question of arranging a personal
life. We visited M.'s apartment and took a number of measures that were 
supposed to have an effect on her life situation.

However, unexpectedly for everyone, over the next few weeks, the elder 
brother M., who had just officially divorced after an unsuccessful and fleeting 
marriage, met a good girl and married again, already very successfully and now 
they are raising a baby.

After analyzing the situation with the patient, we found that from childhood, 
M.'s parents, in order to protect their older brother (successor) from the possible 
negative influence of society, connected M. as a donor to the BPO-brother. Thus, 
M. took upon herself all the troubles of her brother, defended him, and for her 
own personal life she sorely lacked energy.

It is curious to note that all the young people who somehow became M.'s 
partners were married friends of her brother.

At present, a set of measures has been taken to try to free M.'s personality 
from forced donation. Recently, a changed image has been outlined, while the BPO 
(brother) itself is activated, intuitively fearing the loss of the donor, and uses 
various schemes aimed at stopping (preventing) the separation process.

3. Patient V. and his wife turned to us with a desire to stabilize
income, as well as the issue of the birth of a child whom, during ten years of 
marriage (the second for V. and the first for his wife), despite favorable medical 
indications, they could not have.

In the apartment where V.'s family lives, or rather in their bedroom - 
"spatium proprium", some interior changes were made, after which the family 
incomes really increased quite quickly and significantly.
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which over the next year have stabilized at a good level.
However, regarding the birth of children (chronicle), these measures worked at the 

level of V.'s daughters from their first marriage, who practically simultaneously married 
and gave birth to V. two grandchildren, a boy and a girl, with a difference of one month.

This suggests that in fact V. is a donor for his daughters along the line of 
procreation, and in order for a child to be born in V.'s family, this donation must be 
interrupted.
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